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Executive Summary:
Shareholder Activism is having far greater impacts on corporates worldwide
beyond just the hundreds of activist-targeted companies.
During the first half of 2018, shareholder activism accelerated dramatically
across industries and geographies over the number of campaigns initiated
during 2017. These activist campaigns have been directed heavily at large-cap
companies with the objective of driving changes in board composition,
corporate governance and executive leadership, along with social and
environmental issues. The campaigns have significant ripple effects and are
influencing demand for changes across corporates large and small.

While these survey results indicate a certain lack of preparation, CEOs, CFOs,
chief counsels, and investor relations teams are learning quickly. They are
becoming increasingly successful in managing through activist campaigns
while fostering new approaches to corporate governance. In some of the most
successful responses, investor relations teams are bringing activism “inside the
walls” by becoming more proactive with shareholders, improving corporate
governance, and driving corporate decision making to raise shareholder value
before the threat of escalated activist interest. Against this backdrop,
thoughtful investor relations teams are also wise to ensure activist intentions
are for long-term shareholder benefit versus immediate activist gain.

The goal of shareholder relationship management (SRM) is to build more
proactive, trust-based and transparent relationships with shareholders
including activists so corporates can apply productive activist ideas to raise
shareholder value and avoid the distraction and high costs of activism
defense and proxy fights.
						
- Jeff Golterman, Merrill Corp

Along with this acceleration of activity, the activist ranks are expanding – they
are no longer just corporate raiders. Names like Icahn, Peltz and Ackman are
being joined by firms including TCI, Elliott and ValueAct. Predictably, activist
campaign volumes and war chests are hitting record levels. Many hedge and
private equity funds engaging in activism are joined by index funds, whose
growing clout have made them a formidable force for investor relations
professionals who are monitoring the shifting landscape.

”Why is properly managing shareholder activism so important? The average
CEO tenure, once an activist firm actually gets board seats, is one in three
CEOs are gone in 12 months after an activist appears!”
				
– Shaun Mathew, partner at Kirkland & Ellis

With the uptick in activism events, what steps are proving to be most successful
as corporates seek to defend themselves? The following list includes changes
that can help build an effective long-term SRM strategy.

+ Make “Managing shareholder activism” a board-level priority.
+ Adopt an “activist mindset” to identify financial and
operational gaps.

Activists have had a high impact on corporates in the first half on 2018. A
record number of board seats have been won by activists, M&A deals have
been impacted, CEOs have lost their jobs and corporate strategies and
operational initiatives have been dramatically altered due to activists’
campaigns and influence.
It’s not surprising then that in a recent Merrill survey*, a remarkable 75 percent
of respondents admitted they are unprepared to successfully manage an
activist attack. Further raising investor relations teams’ anxiety is the fact that,
in same survey, only 10 percent of respondents believe shareholder activism is
a high priority for their company’s board.
*Source: Merrill Insight Webinar, “Shareholder Activism” Audience Polling, September 25 2018.
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+ Listen to activists to understand their issues before their concerns
become campaigns.

+ Develop fact sheets and evidence-based documents that support
key decisions and issue responses.

+ Seek advice from financial and legal and PR advisors, as well as
peers who have successfully defended a campaign.

+ Implement a Virtual Data Room (VDR) to support safe, secure and

+

well-managed proactive shareholder communications and
collaboration internally among executives, board members,
investor relations and externally with select advisors.
Build trust-based, proactive and transparent relationships with
shareholders, whether they are active or not.
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SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM
ACCELERATES TO RECORD LEVELS
According to Lazard’s Shareholder Activism Report, during the first half of
2018 there were a greater number activist campaigns initiated with a dramatic
increase in capital deployed – by either measure, 2018 is experiencing record
levels of shareholder activism.
From an industry perspective, high tech & telecom, industrials, financial institutions,
consumer and power and energy garnering the top five positions when it comes to
the value of activist investment positions. But no industry is immune – impactful
campaigns are being run in media, healthcare, real estate and retail, as well.
Shareholder Activism has been a wake-up call for corporates. It’s been coming on since the early 90’s and its reaching down into the small cap and even
micro-cap companies.”
			
– Dennis K. Berman, manager director at Lazard
From a geographical perspective, while historically most activism has been
centered within the US, Europe saw record levels of activism in 2017 with 53
campaigns – and it appears that the 1H 2018 pace of 33 campaigns is on pace to
meet or exceed 2017 record levels. UK companies by far are the most targeted in
representing 55% of all European campaigns. Asia also sees activist campaigns in
South Korea, Japan and India confirming activism’s increasingly global footprint.
Perhaps the greatest impact these campaigns are having is in the unprecedented
volume of board seat changes. In 1H 2018, 119 board seats were won by activists
– on pace to eclipse the previous record set in 2016 at 145 seats. How is this
happening? According to the Lazard report, 85 percent of board seat changes
came via settlement. This suggests corporates are choosing to avoid costly and
protracted proxy battles by relenting to activist demands.

Activist Campaign Pace
1H 2018

145 Seats

Full-year
2017
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193 Seats
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“Activists are running campaigns more frequently where they withhold their
votes for directors as well as to publicly solicit other shareholders to do the
same.”
				
– Shaun Mathew, partner at Kirkland & Ellis
Beyond board seats, activists are having significant influence on:

+ M&A and breakup issues
+ Business strategy direction
+ Capital allocation and improvement on returns
“It’s no wonder selling a company is so high on the activists’ list. When Jana
Partners pushed Whole Foods to sell itself, it made $300M in three months.
There’s no better outcome than that.”
			
– Dennis K. Berman, manager director at Lazard
With noise coming from all sides, what does a corporate need to be ready to
defend? The focus areas seem clear: governance, operations and management.
One lesson many leaders have learned is that activists aren’t stopping at
boards of directors, they are looking at the C-suite, as well.
Corporates need to clearly and objectively assess their strategies and decisions
in each of these top areas. Does well-documented rationale exist for decisions?
Investor Relations should be engaged to work with and prepare executives and
advisors to explain their rationale for key decisions and share those documents
with activists with an end-game of enabling shareholder transparency and
fending off costly proxy fights.

ACTIVISTS – SHIFTING LANDSCAPE,
TACTICS AND TRIGGERS
As activism accelerates and its reach expands, successful shareholder activist
defense starts when corporates take time to build a deep understanding of
their shareholder and activist base. This in-depth knowledge begins with a
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solid company analysis of what factors activists look for when triggering an
attack, and can help the corporate teams prepare for a successful defense.
Investor relations teams are advised to develop lists of their shareholders and
keep those lists updated quarterly. Investor relations pros who have
successfully defended activism cite the importance of understanding the
relationships of activists with other large investors as activists often build a
“network of influence” among other large voting blocks that will support their
campaign objectives. This includes keeping track of SEC schedule 13D (and
13G) filings which indicates a greater than 5 percent of the voting class of stock.
Just as the geographic and industrial landscape grows for activist activity, so
do the parties getting involved. Activists can be both individual investors such
as well-known names like T. Boone Pickens, Jr., Carl Icahn, Nelson Peltz, and Bill
Ackman. Activist investors can also be institutional investors – including hedge
funds and private equity funds. Firms such as TCI, Elliott and ValueAct
dominate the activist campaign landscape.

Elliott’s 17 new campaigns in 1H 2018 – 3X that of closest activist - accounted
for ~12% of all activity. Starboard, Elliott, and Icahn alone accounted for ~45%
of all Board seats won in 1H 2018, according to Lazard, Review of Shareholder
Activism – 1H 2018

Even Index funds, with their growing size and influence are considered activist
when they vote alongside activists and often against the board. Funds like
Blackrock, Vanguard and State Street Global Advisors, have voted the dissident
card since 2012 – essentially in opposition to the board.

% of time voted the dissident card:

Blackrock

State Street
Global Advisors

Vanguard
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These three funds have shown that they care deeply about “ESG” environmental, social and governance issues that have often been dismissed as
not important by many. These factors are increasing in prominence, with funds
like Blackrock, Vanguard and State Street looking for the corporates they invest
in to care about ESG. With the huge clout these index funds now have, they
carry a big stick and have shown their willingness to vote against a corporate in
a proxy fight.

“To prosper over time, every company must not only deliver financial performance, but also show how it makes a positive contribution to society. Companies must benefit all of their stakeholders, including shareholders, employees,
customers, and the communities in which they operate.”
		
— Larry Fink, Chairman and CEO of BlackRock. “A Sense
			
of Purpose,” Open Letter to CEOs, January 2018

“Shareholder activist tactics are evolving as hedge funds deploy capital in a
market where much of the low-hanging fruit has been plucked. New
approaches are also being deployed by first time and infrequent activists who
don’t always operate from the typical activist playbook. Companies should be
aware of these strategy shifts and be prepared to be flexible in defending
against new and novel approaches such as:

+
+
+
+

More demands for board control
No longer all clear after nomination deadline
Activism across the capital structure
The growing impact of ESG”
- Shareholder Activism – Evolving Tactics – Aug. 9, 2018, Kirkland & Ellis

“Think like an activist” – that is a common phrase heard among advisors to
corporates when it comes to planning for a successful activist defense. This is a
time for CEOs to coach their teams to be introspective and thoughtfully analyze
what activists look for in target companies that might trigger a campaign. It
takes objectivity and a sometimes hard look in the corporate mirror.
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According to a 2018 Deloitte study entitled “Activist Shareholders: How Will
You Respond?”, the most common factors that attract activist attention are:

+
+
+
+
+
+

Strong cash flow
Low dividend payout ratios
Conservative balance sheets
Recent under performance
Capital intensive business with assets ripe for selling or spinning off
Industries facing shifting market forces and business models

In addition to these factors, activists will initiate a campaign related to M&A
where they see a bid too low from an acquirer or a bid too high when acquiring.
(see Kirkland & Ellis, Shareholder Activism – Evolving Tactics)
Once a company has analyzed itself in each of the above factors, it’s time to
prepare. Achieving and maintaining a constant state of readiness should be a
goal. When each trigger is carefully reviewed, teams can document their
analysis and decision rationales – along with plans to remedy factor
weaknesses. These should become dynamic documents, easily accessible and
regularly updated to reflect current conditions and trends.
A virtual data room is a reliable and highly secure tool for handling these
documents. A VDR allows teams to review, collaborate and update
documentation while also having the flexibility to create shared information
repositories that can be used with activists and other shareholders in the event of
an inquiry or issue request. The VDR grows with the company, enabling continual
use among executives, the board, key advisors and shareholders in general, and
enables that desired ongoing shareholder transparency as well as a constant
state of readiness if a campaign is launched.
Alongside creating an always-ready information arsenal, Investor Relations
teams should spend time watching for signals from across the spectrum of
shareholders. Remember that activist campaigns can take many forms, and can
be launched by a firm as easily as an individual shareholder. Sometimes these
signals are loud and clear – like a letter to the board of directors. But a solid
monitoring program is watching the full landscape for new warning signs –
including press outreach and social media activity. Rule of thumb? Always
assume that activists are speaking with their network of other activists and
large investors to win over other large voting blocks to their objective.
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A 2015 Deloitte study in CFO Signals, Q1 2015 CFO Program, Deloitte LLP
shows the frequency of use of various methods used by activists. Their study
asked: Which forms of shareholder activism has your company experienced?
And the responses of % of public company CFO’s who indicated having
experienced the following activities (n=66):

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Activist Direct communication with management – 61%
Indirect communication (press, social media, etc.) – 30%
Letter to Board – 28%
Proposal to shareholders – 18%
Proxy contest – 11%
Circulation of white paper – 8%
Teaming with strategic acquirers – 5%
Letter to shareholders – 5%
Consent solicitation – 3%
None – 25%

Seeing the warning signal isn’t enough – a proactive and direct activist
outreach is critical. Ask activists to share their analysis and hypothesis for
change. Lead the charge in promoting ongoing communication and
relationship building with potential activists and your shareholders at large,
engaging them in your decisions and the processes used to guide the business.

PROACTIVITY, TRUST AND
TRANSPARENCY: KEYS TO
SUCCESSFUL SHAREHOLDER
RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
When activists strike, a successful program will need many areas pulling
together. Successful investor relations leaders will have assembled a team,
along with a solid Shareholder Relationship Management (SRM) program. In
building the SRM program, the following checklist can serve as a test of your
readiness state and guide construction of a long-term strategy.

+ Be Responsive: When activists reach out, take the call. Listen and avoid
going on the defense. Send the right message to activists right out of the
gate.
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+ Develop playbooks: Create a crisis management team and assign

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

responsibilities to drive readiness. Account for issue/activist objective
analysis, document preparation, partners (legal, financial, PR/media), Virtual
Data Room (VDR) set-up and administration, shareholder list management
and spokespeople assigned to answer questions, speak with activists and
present or share decision rationale.
Drive issue response readiness: This is ongoing due diligence on activist
objectives that identifies strengths and weaknesses that can be tailored per
any specific activist campaign objective.
Identify shareholders and activists: Check their 13D forms, which are
updated quarterly. Understand their activist history, history, methods, and
networks and affiliations with other activist investors and voting blocks.
Understand activist influence: Delve into your shareholder data and
understand where your key leverage points are among investors and assign
team members as points of contact.
Clearly identify activist issues: When you have discussions with activists,
ask them to share their analysis and documents and data. Provide them
with permissions to appropriate VDR content.
Foster transparency: Combine face-to-face, audio conference and web
discussions with charts, infographics, data and other evidence shared via
VDR that supports your decision making and addresses activist concerns.
Seek counsel from advisors: Ensure your financial and legal advisors have
access to your VDR and are regularly reviewing activist documents and
corporate responses.
Develop a PR/media plan: Seek PR expertise for document review,
communications with shareholders and activists including social for both
inbound media requests and outbound media outreach. Include other
investors in your outreach.
Provide ongoing board updates: Keep your board of directors apprised of
shareholder changes, issues, activist campaigns and their objectives –
including issues such as ESG, diversity and social movements like #metoo.
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About Merrill DatasiteOne for
Shareholder Relationship Management
When it comes to implementing a VDR for sharing important documents with
your shareholders, the cloud-based DatasiteOne platform is a solid choice.
Built to be set-up in minutes, DatasiteOne is simple to use, easy to manage,
and a powerful tool to help you track how your shareholders have accessed
your content.

Conclusion
Merrill clients know that building great shareholder relationships goes beyond
putting together a successful defense of an activist campaign. It takes a
different mindset and a long-term view.

From a strict legal perspective, it’s easy to judge success from a proxy fight or
settlement win or loss. However the real change underway is when investor relations professionals ask -- “was the win, the election or settlement consistent
with our long-term shareholder engagement and company growth strategy?”
		
		
– Shaun Mathew, partner at Kirkland & Ellis

As simple as DatasiteOne is to use for non-technical professionals, the tool also
delivers robust capabilities to authorize, control, monitor and secure access to
important and sensitive corporate documents that are key requirements for
CFOs, chief counsels and chief information officers.
When using DatasiteOne as part of your Shareholder Relationship
Management strategy, Investor Relations can:

+ Upload and organize shareholder/activist documents: Simple, intuitive

+
+
+

+
+
+

uploading and document organization allows you to create a state of
“readiness” for document access, so you can spend more time on
shareholder relationships.
Set file room, folder and document access: Make sure the right documents
are available to the right team members and shareholders using clear,
simple access controls and document settings.
Manage shareholder invitations: Adding shareholders and managing their
access is simple with intuitive in-app tools.
Enable shareholders/activists easy document reviews and Q&A: Easy
document viewing with secure access and lightning fast search. Multilingual capabilities support global investor needs. Sophisticated Q&A tools
manage this time-consuming process.
Keep track of what shareholders and activists look at: Precise reporting
and analytic tools enable investor relations teams to track document history
and what shareholders are reading – even if content is downloaded.
Confidently manage secure document sharing: DatasiteOne adheres to
the strictest global security standards across the data security chain.
Receive service and support around the clock: Always-on, omni-channel
support provides the support you need to establish your ongoing
shareholder relationship management program. And if activists strike, and
you need answers fast, Merrill support teams will be there for you.
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The long-term benefits of an effective shareholder relationship management
(SRM) strategy includes the ability to reduce or eliminate the costs and
distractions of defending against activist campaigns and/or proxy fights. This is
driving corporates to prepare on all fronts, including:

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Making “managing shareholder activism” a board-level priority.
Adopting the “activist mind-set” to identify financial and operational gaps.
Proactively listening to activists to understand their issues.
Developing evidence-based documents supporting key decisions.
Leveraging advice from financial and legal advisors, as well as peers.
Implementing a VDR to support shareholder communications, and
collaboration between corporate executives and advisors.
Building trust-based, transparent relationships with both active and
non-active shareholders.

Jeff Golterman is a Merrill Senior Director,
specializing in product marketing, M&A. Prior to
joining Merrill, Mr. Golterman was with Gartner
Inc., the worlds leading IT Research and Advisory
firm where he led product management, product
marketing for a portfolio of offerings within the
high technology and financial services industries.
Mr. Golterman was part of the founding corporate
development team at Gartner and led due diligence as well as integration
initiatives for several Gartner acquisitions.
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About Merrill DatasiteOne
Merrill Corporation is a leading global SaaS provider for participants
in the M&A lifecycle. Clients trust Merrill’s innovative applications,
excellent customer service and deep subject expertise to successfully
navigate the secure sharing of their most sensitive content. Their
flagship product, DatasiteOne, helps dealmakers in over 170 countries
close more deals, faster.
To learn more, visit www.merrillcorp.com or contact us:
AMERS phone

888 311 4100

EMEA phone

+44 (0)20 3031 6300

APAC phone

(852) 3905 4800

email 			info@merrillcorp.com
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